PRIVATE IN PUBLIC Thesis Project Fall 2009 - Fall 2010

Library/Community Center | 12th + H Streets NE in Washington, DC
Investigation of private and public in the same geographic space, keeping the context of the city in the periphery
SELECTIVE PANORAMA  Study Abroad Studio Spring 2009

Boat Landing/Cafe  |  Lake Lugano in Riva San Vitale, Switzerland
Study of intersecting cylinders providing continuous and interrupted panoramic views, joined by linear circulation

NEIGHBORHOOD GATHERING  Independent Study Fall 2009

Community Corner/Farmer’s Market  |  Oxford + Mount Vernon Avenues in Del Ray, VA
Collaboration with Camilo Bearman, an architect at Geier Brown Renfrow, to study role of public process in design
Sculpture Gallery | Virginia Tech’s Campus in Blacksburg, VA
Six independent structures within an enclosure, punctured by skylights over each gallery box to control sunlight

BUILDINGS WITHIN A BUILDING
Advanced Design Studio Summer 2009
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